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Abstract. Gyrokinetic calculations with the GS2 code of impurity transport in

ASDEX Upgrade H{mode plasmas are presented. A method to separate the diagonal

and o�{diagonal terms in the quasi{linear ux computed by the gyrokinetic code for

a trace impurity is introduced and applied. It is shown that in the experimental

conditions of strong central electron cyclotron heating, unstable modes rotating in

the electron diamagnetic direction are excited in the central region of the plasma.

These are generated by the non{adiabatic response of passing electrons and feature

extremely elongated eigenfunctions along the �eld line. The related uctuations in

the electrostatic potential generate an outward convection of the impurities. This

theoretical �ndings are in agreement with the outward convection of laser ablated

Si measured in these experimental conditions. In contrast, in the outer region of the

plasma, as well as everywhere in the case of discharges without central electron heating,

ion temperature gradient modes produce an impurity pinch directed inwards, which is

also in agreement with the experimental observations.
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1. Introduction and motivations

Central impurity accumulation may imply a severe limitation for operation and

performance in a fusion reactor. Therefore, the possibility of reaching plasma conditions

in which the convection of highly charged impurities in the core region is directed

outwards is extremely attractive for reactor operation, particularly if a radiative belt

of impurities has to be produced in the edge in order to reduce the heat loads on the

walls. Recent experimental studies have identi�ed discharge conditions in which the

impurity convection, measured in laser blow{o� experiments, is small or even directed

outwards [1, 2, 3]. The experimental results indicate that a necessary, although perhaps

not suÆcient, ingredient to obtain such an experimental behaviour of the impurity

convection is central electron heating. This raises questions about the e�ect of �-

particle heating on impurity transport in a burning plasma, and about the possibilities

of controlling impurity accumulation in a reactor by external means.

From the theoretical standpoint, the identi�cation of physics mechanisms by which

impurities can be convected outwards, and the assessment of the parameter domain

in which such mechanisms are expected to take place, provides an important set of

predictions which can be tested in present experiments. Such a theoretical investigation

and related comparison with present experiments is also the way to be undertaken to

gain the capability of predicting the impurity behaviour in a burning plasma.

More speci�cally, within the theory of core plasma microinstabilities, it has been

pointed out recently that the parallel compression of uctuations along the �eld line of

the parallel velocity of the impurity can generate a radial convection which is directed

outwards for modes propagating in the electron diamagnetic direction [4].

In the present paper, we investigate whether this mechanism is able to produce

a total impurity convection directed outwards in experimental conditions in which an

outward convection was measured and we analyse the physics processes by which it

takes place.

To this purpose, we compute the quasi{linear impurity transport with the

gyrokinetic code GS2 [8, 9] for the plasma parameters measured in speci�c ASDEX

Upgrade (AUG) discharges in which Si laser ablations were carried out expressely to

measure pinch and di�usivity of the impurity [1]. We show that such a theoretical

investigation on experimentally measured data leads to the discovery of an interesting

physical mechanism which couples the dynamics of passing electrons with the parallel

dynamics of the impurities, through the resulting uctuations of the electrostatic

potential. Such an interaction between the non{adiabatic passing electron response

and the parallel dynamics of the impurities is presented here for the �rst time. A radial

impurity convection directed outwards is produced in the presence of these impurity

parallel velocity uctuations, along the physics process described in Ref. [4].

In the next section the experimental results are reviewed, giving particular

emphasis to the parameters which are relevant for the destabilisation of core plasma

microinstabilities, namely ion temperature gradient (ITG), trapped electron modes
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(TEM) and electron temperature gradient (ETG) modes, and which are used in input

of the gyrokinetic calculations. Section 3 shows the results of gyrokinetic calculations

performed to identify the most unstable modes predicted to take place in these plasmas

at di�erent radial positions. Section 4 describes the method applied to separate the

di�erent contributions to the impurity ux in a diagonal part, namely proportional

to the density gradient, and in residual convective parts, both o�-diagonal, namely

proportional to the impurity temperature gradient, and pure convection. In Section 5,

the impurity transport produced by the unstable modes is computed and the related

physics processes are investigated, focusing on conditions which lead to an outward

total impurity convection. In Section 6, the parameter domain is de�ned in which a

total outward convection is found in the numerical results, by varying various plasma

parameters. Finally in Section 7, conclusions of this work are drawn.

2. Experimental results

A systematic experimental study of the e�ects of di�erent heating pro�les on the

transport of a laser ablated Si impurity was performed in AUG during the 2002 and 2003

experimental campaigns [1]. In a series of type{I ELMy H{mode discharges producing

plasmas at 0.8 MA, with line average densities around 5.5 1019 m�3, heated by 5 MW of

neutral beam injection (NBI), the addiction of 0.8 MW of strongly localized central

electron cyclotron heating (ECH) was observed to increase the central Si di�usion

coeÆcient by one order of magnitude with respect to the phase with NBI heating only.

The measured ratio V=D of the impurity convection to the impurity di�usivity in the

plasma centre was also strongly modi�ed, from a large negative (directed inwards) value

of V=D during the NBI only phase, to a small positive (directed outwards) value of V=D

during the central ECH phase. The pro�les of the electron and ion temperatures, as

well as of the electron density obtained during the two heating phases are plotted in

Fig. 1(a), 1(b) and 1(c) respectively. The electron temperature pro�le is measured by

electron cylotron emission radiometry, the ion temperature pro�le by charge exchange

recombination spectroscopy, while the electron density pro�le by a Thomson scattering

diagnostics. The measurements have been averaged over stationary time windows of 0.5

s during the two heating phases. The normalized minor radius on which the pro�les are

plotted is de�ned by the half width of the corresponding ux surface. This choice is made

since this is the de�nition of minor radius which is later used in the GS2 gyrokinetic

calculations, and will be referred as r̂GS2 = rGS2=aGS2, where aGS2 is the half width of

the last closed ux surface.

We observe that central ECH, absorbed around r̂GS2 = 0:1, produces a strong

steepening of the electron temperature pro�le in the very central region of the plasma

column. Concurrently, the ion temperature pro�le attens slightly in the central region,

while the density pro�le peaks slightly over almost the full minor radius. Such a

behaviour of the density pro�le is opposite to the usual observations in low density

plasmas, where the density pro�le attens in response to central ECH. The di�erence
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in these density behaviours in AUG was investigated in previous works [10, 11].

The variations of the pro�le shapes are more precisely quanti�ed in Fig. 1(d),1(e)

and 1(f), where the corresponding normalized logarithmic temperature and density

gradients R=LT i, R=LTe andR=Ln are plotted. These parameters are those used in input

of the gyrokinetic code, and consistently all the radial gradients have been computed

with respect to rGS2, while R is the geometrical major radius. Shaded areas in the plots

are those over which average values of the logarithmic gradients have been considered

in the gyrokinetic calculations, centered at r̂GS2 = 0:2 and r̂GS2 = 0:5.

3. Unstable modes

In this section, the �rst step of the theoretical analysis of the AUG plasmas described

in the previous section is presented. It is dedicated to the identi�cation of the most

unstable modes at two radial locations, corresponding to the shaded regions shown in

Fig.1, and it is performed by gyrokinetic calculations with the code GS2 using in input

experimentally measured plasma parameters. The calculations are performed including

the e�ects of geometry by means of a local description of the equilibrium proposed by

Miller [5]. The equilibrium reconstruction has been performed with the CLISTE code

[6, 7], regularly used for AUG plasmas. The most important input parameters used are

listed in Table 1. The spectra of the most unstable modes found in these calculations

are presented in Fig. 2. The growth rate , the real frequency !r of the most unstable

mode as well as the ratio =hk2?�
2

i i are plotted as a function of k��i. The ratio =hk
2

?�
2

i i

is interesting because, as noted in [14], it allows, on the basis of linear gyrokinetic

calculations, an estimate of the scale, namely the value of k��i, at which the transport

is likely to be maximum in the nonlinear saturated state. As noted in several works

[14, 15, 16], particle transport in nonlinear saturated states is provided almost exclusively

by the long scales (small k��i range) and not by the scales at which linear growth rates

are usually at their maximum. Moreover, particle uxes can even change sign as a

function of k��i. Therefore, according to the quasi{linear model proposed in [14, 16],

we compute the quasi{linear uxes in the range of k��i which is the one producing the

transport in the nonlinear state, and not in the range in which the largest linear growth

rate is located.

Fig. 2 (a - c) shows the spectra for the plasma with NBI heating and central ECH

at r̂GS2 = 0:2, Fig. 2 (d - f) shows the spectra for the plasma with NBI heating and

without central ECH, again at r̂GS2 = 0:2, while Fig. 2 (g - h) shows the spectra for the

plasma with NBI and central ECH at r̂GS2 = 0:5. The case at r̂GS2 = 0:5 without ECH

is not showns, since it is very similar to the latter, as one can deduce also from the very

little change in plasma parameters presented in Fig. 1.

We observe that in the central part of the plasma (r̂GS2 = 0:2) the addition of ECH

implies a reversal of the direction of propagation of the most unstable mode from the

ion direction (positive sign of !r in Fig 2(e) ) to the electron direction (negative sign of

!r in Fig 2(b) ). We observe also that no local maximum of  as a function of k��i is
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found in this case in the usual ITG/TEM range. A maximum is found only in the ETG

range, although an unstable mode is already present in the low{k range. We mention

that, however, in the high-k range the particle transport of such a mode becomes small,

as indicated by the behaviour of the ratio =hk2?�
2

i i, and as more consistently shown by

fully nonlinear simulations [15].

At r̂GS2 = 0:5 the usual ITG mode is found, with maximum growth rate around

k��i = 0:4, but peak of =hk2?�
2

i i around k��i = 0:15, completely consistent with

nonlinear spectra of ITG transport (see e.g. [12]).

An ITG is still found as dominant mode in the more central case, when central

ECH is absent. The peak of =hk2?�
2

i i is found around 0.3, due to the presence of modes

strongly elongated along the �eld line found at the lowest k��i values, allowed by the

small value of the magnetic shear in this plasma region.

The mode rotating in the electron diamagnetic direction found in the low{k range

in the case around r̂GS2 = 0:2 with ECH is not a TEM. This might have been expected

from the rather small value of the local inverse aspect ratio � = rGS2=Rgeo = 0:068.

However, the magnetic shear is small and the value of R=LTe is rather large. In fact,

an estimate of the threshold from [13] yields a value of 6 for these parameters, i.e.

below the experimental value. Analysis has shown that collisions together with the

small value of � lead to a large e�ective collision frequency �ei=� (an e�ect not kept

in the formula of [13]), which reduces signi�cantly the growth rate of the TEM. To

identify the nature of this mode, a more detailed investigation is required. To this

purpose, in Fig. 3(a-b) we plot the eigenfunction of the mode j�2
j as well as the related

phase relationship between electron density uctuations ~ne and electrostatic potential

uctuations �, namely Im(~ne �
�)/hj�2

ji, as a function of the �eld line, more precisely

of the ballooning coordinate �, for the value of k��i = 0:24, namely at the value where

=hk2?�
2

i i peaks. In the previous expression, the apex � indicates the complex conjugate,

while the symbol h i indicates ux surface average. We recall that the quasi{linear radial

particle ux of the species j can be computed by �j = Reh~nj~vE�Bi = k� Imh~nj �
�
i, and

therefore it is directly proportional to the above de�ned phase relationship.

For comparison, the same quantities for the corresponding ITG case obtained at

r̂GS2 = 0:2 for the plasma without ECH are plotted in Fig.3 (c-d).

We observe that the eigenfunction obtained in the ECH case is extremely elongated

along the �eld line and is mainly slab in nature. Indeed a window over the ballooning

angle � covering 39 turns in the toroidal direction has been necessary in the calculation to

fully resolve it. For comparison, the ITG mode found in the case without ECH is much

more localized around � = 0, despite the same low value of magnetic shear s = 0:2.

Such a behaviour, namely the formation of these large envelope of the eigenfunction

along the �eld line, is generated by the non{adiabatic response of the passing electrons,

and was already observed in the literature [17].

As it can be seen from Fig. 3(b), passing electrons provide a particle ux, which

is directly proportional to the phase relationship Im(~ne ��)/hj�2
ji, which is directed

inwards (negative sign in the �gure). This is also visible in Fig. 4, in which the
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same phase relationship has been plotted as a function of the pitch angle parameter

� = �B0=E, with the magnetic moment � = mev
2

?=(2B) and the kinetic energy

E = mev
2=2. Again, for comparison, the dashed line shows the same quantity for

the NBI case. While the latter shows the typical behaviour of a collisional ITG case,

with trapped electrons moving outwards (positive sign in the �gure) and passing being

practically adiabatic, namely without any strong phase shift from the electrostatic

potential, the ECH case shows a strong phase shift of the passing electrons from the

electrostatic potential, with passing electrons convecting inwards. The present results,

and in particular the inward pinch brought by non{adiabatic passing electrons, are

completely analogous to those described in Ref. [17]. Interestingly, we show here that

they take place in the gyrokinetic simulation of some experimentally measured ASDEX

Upgrade conditions. More important within the purpose of the present study, we show

in the next sections that when these kind of modes are destabilized, an e�ect on the

transport of impurities is produced, with the eventual consequence of producing an

outward convection of impurities, as it was measured in these conditions.

4. Computation of quasi{linear trace impurity transport with GS2

In order to compute the transport of an impurity present in the plasma at very low

concentration we include a third particle species in the gyrokinetic calculations. The

gyrokinetic equation for a particle species is linear in the logarithmic gradients of the

temperature and density of that particle species. As a direct consequence, the linear

response of the density perturbation ~nj of a particle species identi�ed by the index j

can be expressed formally by a linear combination of the logarithmic gradients in the

form

~nj =

 
Aj

R

Lnj

+Bj

R

LTj

+ Cj

!
�: (1)

The complex coeÆcients Aj, Bj and Cj are complicated functions of the linear

eigenvalues. The quasi{linear particle ux �j, provided by the product h~nj~vE�Bi

is proportional to Im(~nj�
�) and therefore preserves the linearity in the logarithmic

gradients

�j /

"
Im(Aj)

R

Lnj

+ Im(Bj)
R

LTj

+ Im(Cj)

# ����2

��� (2)

which can be recasted in the more familiar form
R�j

nj
= D

R

Lnj

+DT

R

LTj

+RVP ; (3)

where D is the diagonal di�usion coeÆcient, DT is the (o�{diagonal) thermodi�usion

coeÆcient, and VP is the pure convection velocity. In such a description, we de�ne pure

convection the residual particle ux obtained when both the (logarithmic) density and

temperature gradients are equal to zero. The same general expression can be derived

also within a uid treatment, for which, in some limits, useful analytical expressions for

the di�erent coeÆcients can be derived [18, 19, 4, 20].
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In general, A, B and C, or D, DT and Vp, depend themselves on R=Ln and R=LT ,

through the dependence on the gradients of the eigenvalues, hence this linear dependence

is only formal, but actually does not hold in practice, since A, B and C do not remain

constant when the gradients are changed.

However, if the particle species j is present with a charge concentration which is

small enough that its contribution to the quasi{neutrality condition can be neglected,

namely behaves as a trace (or passive) particle, then any modi�cation of the logarithmic

gradients of the species j does not modify the dispersion relation nor the resulting

eigenvalues, neither the values of the coeÆcients A, B and C. Hence the transport of a

trace species is a linear function of the logarithmic gradients of the trace species itself.

This observation provides a general method to compute the coeÆcients D, DT and Vp

by means of linear gyrokinetic calculations [4, 21]. By including a third particle species

at very low concentration and by computing the transport changing alternatively the

values of R=Ln and R=LT of that species, the values of CT = DT=D and Cp = RVP=D

can be easily identi�ed, from the slopes of the particle ux as a function of the density

and temperature logarithmic gradients, as well as from the value of the ux at zero

density and temperature gradients, corresponding to the pure convective ux, as can be

easily seen from the following expression

R�j

nj
= D

 
R

Lnj

+ CT

R

LTj

+ CP

!
: (4)

We underline that, as long as a single k��s value is considered, following the quasi{

linear model introduced in [14], the coeÆcients CT and CP do not depend on the

saturation amplitude j�2
j, and therefore their calculation does not require any mixing

length argument, regular weak point of any quasi{linear treatment. The coeÆcients CT

and CP are derived directly from the phase relationship between density and electrostatic

potential uctuations of the unstable mode. Within the applied quasi{linear transport

model, the saturation amplitude j�2
j appears only in the expression of the di�usion

coeÆcient D.

Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the particle ux of a Si impurity with a charge

concentration 5 10�4 as a function of the Si logarithmic density and temperature

gradients, in a plasma made of deuterons and electrons. These calculations have been

performed with the gyrokinetic code GS2. We observe that these functional dependences

are perfectly linear. We emphasize that the GS2 code does treat the three particle

species, D, e�, and Si in the same way, namely as active species. However, since the

charge concentration of Si is very small, the Si species actually behaves as a trace

(or passive particle). We have veri�ed that in general the modi�cation of the plasma

parameters and gradients of a third particle species with a charge concentration which

is lower than 1/1000 a�ects the eigenvalues by less than 1/100.
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5. Gyrokinetic calculations of impurity transport of the AUG plasmas

In Table 1 the most important input parameters used for the three experimental cases

considered are summarized. For each case, a set of GS2 runs at di�erent values of the

impurity charge Z, with impurity mass A = 2Z, has been performed and the coeÆcients

CP and CT computed at each Z along the procedure described in the previous section.

In Fig. 6, the values of RV=D, CP and CT as a function of Z are plotted for the three

experimental cases considered, where RV=D = CP + CT R=LT i provides the total

convection to di�usion ratio. These results allow a set of considerations.

� The thermodi�usion coeÆcient CT has a non{negligible e�ect only at low Z, as

expected from the 1=Z dependence of the curvature and rB drifts.

� The thermodi�usion contribution is directed inwards (negative) for modes rotating

in the electron drift direction, and outwards (positive) for modes rotating in the

ion drift direction, consistently with analytical uid models [18, 19, 4, 20], and uid

turbulent simulations [20].

� The convection coeÆcient CP is usually directed inwards (negative), producing an

impurity pinch, but it is directed outwards (positive) in the case at r̂GS2 = 0:2 with

central ECH. The total convection to di�usion ratio RV=D for Si (Z = 14, A = 28)

is positive (total outward convection) only in that case.

The latter result is in agreement with the experimental observations, namely only

in the case at r̂GS2 = 0:2 with ECH an outward convection of the laser ablated Si

was measured. This qualitative agreement with the experiment is certainly promising,

but limited to very speci�c conditions, and therefore certainly cannot be considered

as providing a full validation of the predictive capabilities of the present gyrokinetic

modelling. It remains that it is certainly of interest, and motivates a more detailed

theoretical investigation of the physical mechanism by which an outw1ard impurity

convection is obtained in these conditions.

To this purpose, �rst of all it is of interest to look at the spectra of the quasi{linear

particle uxes as a function of k��i for the electrons, the main ions (deuterons), and a

trace Si impurity, computed for the input parameters of the case at r̂GS2 = 0:2 with

ECH. In Fig. 7 we plot the spectra of the phase relationships Imh~nj �
�
i/hj�2

ji. As

recalled above, the quasi{linear particle ux of a species j at a given value of k��i is

given by k� Imh~nj �
�
i. In Fig. 7(a) we observe that the electron particle ux is directed

outwards (positive sign) for small values of k��i, while it becomes directed inwards

(negative sign) for larger values. We remind that, as shown in Fig. 4, at each value of

k��i, the total electron ux is provided by the sum of two contributions of opposite sign,

passing electrons with the largest parallel velocities move inwards , while the residual

part of the passing and the trapped electrons move outwards. We �nd, as it could be

expected, that the inward contribution of the passing electrons increases with increasing

k��i, leading to a total particle ux directed inwards for suÆciently small wave lengths.

In Fig. 7(b) we have plotted the phase relationship Imh~nZ ��i/hj�2
ji for the Si trace
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with zero logarithmic density and temperature gradients. Since both the Si density

and temperature are equal to zero in these calculations, the plotted quantity is directly

proportional to the Si pure convection Vp, or to the coeÆcient CP , as de�ned in Eqs.

(3) and (4). We observe that the phase relationship for the trace Si is positive, namely

the Si pure convection is directed outwards, at all the values of k��i, and this regardless

of the direction of the electron ux. This shows that the sign of the results obtained in

Fig. 6(a) is not speci�c to the choice of the value of k��i we made in the quasi{linear

model, and that an outward impurity convection would have been obtained also in the

case an average over a spectrum on k� was considered, rather than a single value, as

assumed in our model.

To investigate the nature of such an impurity outward convection mechanism, in

Fig. 8(a-c) we plot the electrostatic potential uctuation j�2
j, the Si parallel velocity

uctuations and the phase relationship Im(~n ��)/hj�2
ji, proportional to the Si radial

particle ux, as a function of the ballooning variable �. We observe that, due to the

presence of the large envelope of electrostatic potential uctuations generated by the

non{adiabatic reponse of passing electrons, strong parallel velocity uctuations of the Si

impurity are excited. In correspondence to these parallel velocity uctuations, a radial

particle ux of Si, which is on average directed outwards, is produced. The mechanism

of impurity convection proposed in Ref. [4] based on the compression of parallel velocity

uctuations of the impurity is shown to be at play and large enough to provide a total

impurity convection directed outwards in these conditions, due to the large envelope of

the electrostatic potential uctuations generated by the non{adiabatic response of the

passing electrons. Fig. 6(a) shows also the experimentally interesting case of W (A =

184) at the typical ionisation stage 46+ at 3 keV (open symbols). In this case, CP is

lower than in the case Z = 46 and A = 2Z, and con�rms that the positive value of

CP arises mainly from the above mentioned mechanism linked to the parallel dynamics,

and therefore increases with increasing Z=A (see Eq. (10) in Ref. [4]).

The present study provides an interesting example of interaction between passing

electrons dynamics and impurity parallel dynamics, which were never pointed out before

to our knoweldge. To investigate more deeply this interaction and demonstrate the

essential role played by passing electrons, we have performed the same gyrokinetic

calculations, including a Si trace, considering an s � � equilibrium. While the s � �

equilibrium provides a more approximated description of the experimental equilibrium,

it provides the exibility of allowing us to change the trapped particle fraction by

changing directly the local inverse aspect ratio � in input, without a�ecting the drifts.

The two extreme cases � = 0, namely no trapped particles, and � = 1, namely no passing

particles have been considered. In Fig. 9, the phase relationship Im(~n ��)/hj�2
ji for

both the electrons and the Si trace impurity are plotted. The case with � = 0 gives results

completely equivalent to those obtained in the runs corresponding to the experimental

case at r̂GS2 = 0:2 with central ECH, namely a very elongated mode structure along

the �eld line, with a total outward convection of the impurity (compare to this purpose

Fig. 9(a) with Fig. 3(b) for the electron response, and Fig. 9(b) with Fig. 6(c) for the
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impurity response). On the contrary, the case � = 1 gives completely di�erent results,

with a linear mode strucutre strongly localized around � = 0, and a total impurity

convection directed inwards. This shows the essential role played by passing electrons

in producing the electrostatic potential uctuations which lead to the generation of an

outward convection of the impurities.

6. Dependence on parameters of the outward impurity convection

Given the experimental interest for the existence of an outward convection of impurities

in the plasma core, in this section we have explored the parameter domain within which

the physics mechanism of outward convection described in the previous section can be

found to be at place in the gyrokinetic simulations. To this purpose, keeping �xed the

charge and mass of the impurity at values of the fully ionized Si, and starting from a

reference case which is the experimental one at r̂GS2 = 0:2 with central ECH (1st line of

Table 1), we have varied singularly various plasma parameters and computed in each case

the Si transport, namely the thermodi�usion coeÆcient CT and the convection coeÆcient

CP . The results of this exercise allow us as well to con�rm and better understand the

physics picture of the outward convection mechanism previously presented.

Figures 10 and 11 show RV=D, CP and CT , as well as the real frequency !r of

the mode as a function of di�erent parameters. In Fig. 10(a) the dependence on the

normalized logarithmic electron density gradient is shown. We observe that for the �rst

three values of R=Ln, from 0 to 3, a positive CP value, namely outward convection, is

found. It decreases with increasing R=Ln, consistently with the corresponding decrease

of the absolute value of the mode frequency (see Eq. (10) in Ref. [4]). The value of

CP becomes very close to zero for R=Ln = 5, where !r has a jump to more negative

values. Indeed, for R=Ln = 5, the nature of the mode changes, and from the electron

temperature gradient driven mode with non{adiabatic passing electrons obtained at

low values of R=Ln and featuring the strongly �eld{line elongated linear mode structure

described in the previous section, we move to a usual R=Ln driven mode, strongly

ballooning around � = 0, for which the outward convection mechanism is not active any

more. This result con�rms the fact that the outward convection is generated mainly by

the large envelope of the electrostatic potential uctuations.

In Fig. 10(b-c) the dependences on the logarithmic ion and electron temperature

gradients are illustrated. From these, it is clear that a mode propagating in the electron

drift direction is needed to have an impurity convection directed outwards. Note also

the corresponding opposite reversal of the sign of the thermodi�usion coeÆcient CT ,

consistent with the analytical uid model results (see e.g. Eq. (7) in Ref. [4]).

Fig. 11(a) shows the dependence on Te=Ti. CP increases with increasing electron

to ion temperature ratio, as correspondingly the absolute value of the mode frequency

does, showing the bene�cial e�ect for a positive CP , namely for an outward impurity

convection, of a large electron to ion temperature ratio.

Fig. 11(b-c) shows that very similar dependences on magnetic shear and local
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safety factor are found. The increase of both these parameters turns out to reduce

the passing electrons non-adiabaticity, by tilting the �eld line elongated structures and

by increasing kk. For large values of shear or q the unstable mode generated by the

non{adiabatic response of the passing electron and propagating in the electron drift

direction is stabilized, and the consequent outward convection of the impurity is lost.

An ITG mode, therefore propagating in the ion drift direction, and strongly ballooning

around � = 0 is found, with consequent negative value of CP , namely inward impurity

convection.

All these results reveal that the mechanism of outward impurity convection

presented in this work can take place only in the very central region of the plasma,in

conventional tokamak scenarios, where the trapped particle fraction, the shear and the

safety factor are small. An additional condition is that the electron heating in the

central region of the plasma column is strong and localized enough to realize values of

R=LTe which exceed locally R=LT i by almost a factor of two.

7. Conclusions

Quasi{linear gyrokinetic calculations with the code GS2 of impurity transport in

experimentally measured conditions of AUG H{mode plasmas have been presented.

A theoretical explanation has been proposed for the reversal of the direction of the

central impurity convection from inwards to outwards measured in response of strongly

localised central electron heating in Si laser ablation experiments in AUG. It has been

shown that in the presence of a strong central peaking of the electron temperature

pro�le, the numerical results predict the destabilization of a mode generated by the

non{adiabatic response of the passing electrons in the innermost region of the plasma

column (r=a ' 0:2). This mode is chararcterized by a very elongated structure along

the �eld line, and the corresponding electrostatic potential uctuations generate strong

uctuations of the parallel velocity of the impurities, whose compression generates

a radial outward convection. In agreement with this theoretical result, an outward

convection was measured for laser ablated Si in these experimental conditions in AUG.

On the contrary, in the absence of central electron heating, or around mid{radius in the

plasma, such a mode is not found to be unstable, and a usual ITG mode is predicted

to occur by the numerical calculations. The latter generates an inward pinch of the

impurities, which is also in agreement with the measurements.

By varying several plasma parameters, we have shown that the outward impurity

convection mechanism described in this paper is predicted to take place only in the

central region of the plasma and cannot explain measurements of outward convection

of the impurities obtained around mid{radius, as found in some recent experiments in

JET [3].

Finally, the present results document, for the �rst time to our knowledge, an

agreement among the predictions of the direction of the impurity convection obtained

with a gyrokinetic code and a set of experimental observations on impurity transport.
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While this is certainly a promising step in understanding turbulent impurity transport

in tokamaks, these results should not be considered as providing a conclusive validation

of the present gyrokinetic modelling for general predicting capabilities of impurity

transport. Indeed, it must be underlined that such an agreement is limited to very

speci�c experimental conditions. Very di�erent experimental conditions are still to be

examined before the gyrokinetic description applied in this work can be considered

reliable for general predicting purposes.
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R=LT i R=LTe R=Lne Te=Ti �ei[cs=R] rGS2=R q s k��i

r̂GS2 = 0:2 with ECH 3.5 8.0 1.5 1.13 0.10 0.068 1.20 0.20 0.23

r̂GS2 = 0:2 w/o ECH 5.5 6.2 1.45 0.90 0.11 0.068 1.20 0.20 0.29

r̂GS2 = 0:5 with ECH 4.8 5.5 2.7 1.04 0.26 0.176 1.70 0.84 0.15

Table 1.
Table 1. Main GS2 input parameters for the three experimental cases considered.
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Figure 1. (Color online) Temperature and density pro�les (a-c), as well as related

normalized logarithmic gradients (d-f) during stationary phases for the two AUG H-

mode plasmas considered, with and without central ECH. The absorption of the ECH

power is localized around r̂GS2 = 0:1.

Figure 2. (Color online) Spectra as a function of k��i of the growth rate  (a,d,g),

the real frequency !r (b,e,h) and the ratio =hk2?�
2

i
i (g,h,i) for the three local cases

considered in the gyrokinetic calculations, around r̂GS2 = 0:2 for the plasmas with

(a-c) and without (d-f) central ECH, and around r̂GS2 = 0:5 for the plasma with ECH

(g-i).

Figure 3. (Color online) Linear mode structure of j�2j (a,c) and phase relationship

Im(~n ��)/hj�2ji (b,d) as a function of the ballooning angle � at k��i = 0:24 for the

cases at r̂GS2 = 0:2, with (a,b) and without (c,d) ECH.

Figure 4. (Color online) Phase relationship Im(~n ��)/hj�2ji as a function of the pitch

angle parameter � = �B0=E at k��i = 0:24 for the cases at r̂GS2 = 0:2, with (solid

line) and without (dashed line) ECH.

Figure 5. (Color online) Trace Si quasi{linear radial ux [a.u.] as a function of the Si

normalized logarithmic density gradientR=LNSi (a) and the Si normalized temperature

gradient R=LTSi (b) for di�erent values of R=LTSi and R=LnSi respectively.

Figure 6. (Color online) Total convection to di�usion ratio RV=D, pure convection

coeÆcient CP = RVP =D and thermodi�usion coeÆcient CT = DT =D as a function

of the trace impurity charge, with impurity mass equal to twice the charge, for the

three di�erent cases considered, around r̂GS2 = 0:2 with (a) and without (b) ECH and

around r̂GS2 = 0:5 with ECH (c). Open symbols in Fig. 6(a) show values of RV=D

(open square) and CP (open circle) for the usual ionization stage of W in a 3 keV

plasma (Z = 46, A = 184).

Figure 7. (Color online) Phase relationship Im(~n ��)/hj�2ji for electrons (full circles)

and main ions (open squares) (a), and for a Si trace (Z = 14, A = 28) with zero density

and temperature logarithmic gradients (b), as a function of the dimensionless wave

number k��i, for the case around r̂GS2 = 0:2 with ECH.

Figure 8. (Color online) Linear mode structure along the �eld line of the electrostatic

potential uctuations j�2j (a), of the Si parallel velocity uctuations j~uk (b) (c)

proportional to the radial Si ux, as a function of the ballooning angle � at k��i = 0:24,

for the case at r̂GS2 = 0:2 with ECH.
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Figure 9. (Color online) Phase relationship Im(~n ��)/hj�2ji, proportional to the

radial particle ux, for electrons (a,c) and a Si trace (b,d) as a function of the ballooning

angle �, at k��i = 0:24, for the case at r̂GS2 = 0:2 with ECH, with an s�� equilibrium

in the two limit cases local inverse aspect ratio � = 0 (a,b), corresponding to no trapped

particles, and � = 1 (c,d), corresponding to no passing particles. Note the di�erent

scale on the x{axis in the two cases.

Figure 10. (Color online) Total convection to di�usion ratio RV=D, pure convection

coeÆcient CP = RVP =D and thermodi�usion coeÆcient CT = DT =D and real

frequency of the mode (in [cs=R] units times 10) as a function of the logarithmic

electron density gradient R=Lne (a), the logarithmic ion (b) and electron (c)

temperature gradients keeping �xed the other input parameters to the values of the

case at r̂GS2 = 0:2 with ECH, at k��i = 0:35.

Figure 11. (Color online) Total convection to di�usion ratio RV=D, pure convection

coeÆcient CP = RVP =D and thermodi�usion coeÆcient CT = DT =D and real

frequency of the mode (in [cs=R] units times 10) as a function of the electron to ion

temperature ratio (a), the magnetic shear (b) and the local safety factor (c) keeping

�xed the other input parameters to the values of the case at r̂GS2 = 0:2 with ECH, at

k��i = 0:35.
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